Lost and Found

Personal social and emotional development

Expressive arts and design

Physical Development

The Boy helps the penguin- can you think of
someone to help?
Perhaps you could help a parent with a job
around the house for example, wash up, dry
up, hoover or even make your bed and tidy
up your toys. You could even draw a nice
picture to send to a grandparent. Upload a
photo of you helping someone to your
Tapestry Learning Journey.

Can you make a boat that the Boy and
the Penguin could sail in? What could
you use for oars, make sure its big
enough for them both. How will you
decorate your boat, will you use your
favourite colours and patterns or will
you make it in camouflage to escape
predators in the ocean?
Perhaps you could draw a plan of your
boat before you make it. Share your
boat pictures or boats with me on
Tapestry so we can show your friends.

Can you walk like a penguin? How do they
move?
Watch and join in with the Penguin
fitness routinehttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jpNs1
9ibY0Q
Remember to feel your heart both
before and after exercise- can you tell
me what happened, did your heart beat
faster after the exercise or before??

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cR
AAQ8EWzig

Literacy
Phonics- Can you join in with the letters and
sounds with an interactive video?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siVkXoEQDNc
How many sounds did you know??
Free phonic websites- Phonics Bloom and Phonics
Play.
Penguin starts with a P- is their anything else you
can find in the story that starts with the sound P.
Literacy- Using the attached template can you
write a book review about the story? You dint
need to do it in one go but in small steps across
the week.
Then label the penguin using the attached picture.

Maths
Using the template cut out
and make a penguin-what
shapes can you see? Discuss
with your adult the number
of sides and corners that
each shape has.
Feed the Penguin-play the
game where you guess the
number by just looking at
the fish, then count the
dots to see if you got the
number right! Feed the
penguin with the fish.

Understanding the world
Show the children where the Antarctic is on a map
or globe. Provide non-fiction books or internet
sites about the polar regions to encourage
children to learn more about the Antarctic and
other animals that live there.
Can you learn three facts about Penguins and
upload this on to Tapestry. If you have Disney Plus
You can watch the Penguins
https://www.disneyplus.com/engb/movies/disneynature-penguins/1DRN706fN3sy
Or watch this short clip about cheeky penguin
thieves!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlbxRBfGAr0

Expressive arts and design
Using paint make a penguin piece
of art- it can be a penguin on an
iceberg or swimming in the frozen
waters- add a bit of glitter if you
have it.
Learn how to draw a penguin by
following instructions (template
attached) or follow this YouTube
video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=31Fkc9f1laA .

